In this paper we develop an approach to the notion of computable functionals in a very abstract setting not restricted to Turing or, say, polynomial computability. We assume to start from some basic class of domains and a basic class of functions de ned on these domains. (An example may be natural numbers with polytime computable functions). Then we de ne what are \all" corresponding functionals of higher types which add nothing new to these basic functions. We call such functionals computable or, more technically and adequately speaking, substitutable. (Similarly, in D.Scott's domains we say about continuous functionals as about far-reaching abstraction of computable ones.) Our results are applicable to quite arbitrary (complexity) classes of functions, satisfying a very general Assumption.
Introduction
The problem raised up in this paper is related to the general notions of computations in di erent programming paradigms over di erent data types. The problem may be stated as follows: what kind of constructions can a programming language use to de ne a speci c class of computations. If we consider the set of the basic functions as the target for our programming language, then a programming language should give us a way to combine nite sets of prede ned (built-in) functions (predicates, computations) to obtain new functions (predicates, computations) . The constructions of a programming language can thus be considered as higher type functionals, which allow new functions to be obtained from the previously de ned functions.
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There are additional motivations for studying this problem. Very similar de nitions (essentially for pure functional case) have been used in the paper of the rst author SS 86], where authors de ned a denotational semantics of the language of -expressions. In that paper a nite type structure was dened on the base of some given in advance class P of \sigma-like" predicates over some universe of basic objects (in fact, of sets). The point of SS 86] was that the nature of any such universe (a model of the Kripke-Platek set theory) does not in general allow arbitrary predicates to be considered as \sigma-like" and, therefore, the problem of building nite type structure corresponding to a given appropriate class P was essential. Here we also consider that only some given basic functions are admissible (for whatever the aim) and look for the corresponding nite type structure.
As more earlier closely related sources we mention Banach-Mazur functionals (of level 2; cf. Rog 67]) based on the class of all total recursive functions over natural numbers and also Longo and Moggi's hereditary partial e ective functionals LM 84] based on the class of all partial recursive functions which prove to coincide with monotonic and continuous e ective nite type functionals.
Another general motivation comes from realizability notion Kle 52] for some complexity classes, like various polynomial realizability approaches considered by Buss Bus 86], Cook and Urquhart CU 89] and the rst author Saz 90]. In Vor 90] an abstract approach to realizability for di erent data types has been de ned. The essential idea of Vor 90] was to consider arbitrary prede ned sets of data types (models) and to de ne realizability for those data types. That notion of realizability, however, depended on enumerations of a model, and thus it implicitly used natural numbers. In this paper the de nition of computable (substitutable) functionals of higher types will be generalized to the most abstract level. We do not even assume having natural numbers as a prede ned domain. We are going to consider realizability based on the computable functionals of this paper in a forthcoming publication. Di erent notions of realizability based on di erent lambda models have been considered in Mit 86, MO 86, CFS 88] .
The problem of de ning computable functionals from computable functions is also related to the interoperability problem. Roughly speaking, the problem is how to combine di erent programming paradigms, or how to design constructions of a language which uni es these paradigms. Since we do not make any restrictions on the structure of basic domains and (almost) no restrictions on the structure of basic functions, we can consider them as representing di erent paradigms. In this case corresponding functionals will give us a way to combine the basic functions obtaining a uni ed paradigm.
Here we do not compare our approach with existing de nitions of functionals, computable in some complexity classes. Our de nition uses neither any concrete model of computation nor even natural numbers. We can however note, that e.g. feasible functionals from CU 89] based on bounded primitive recursion are computable in our C-model, if we take polynomially computable functions on natural numbers as the basis.
After preliminaries we discuss the pure functional case in Sections 3 and 4 along two ways. One approach treats computable functionals as some elements of the ordinary full type structure D ( C-functionals of De nition 2). The other way (C-functionals of De nition 3) gives an extensional model of -calculus. We prove in Section 3 the combinatory completeness of both versions and in Section 4 that the second model is a factor of the rst model by a suitable partial equivalence relation. In the subsequent sections 5 and 6 we show how to generalize the de nition of Cto allow sum and product types.
The authors are grateful to the anonimous referee for useful comments and to G.Longo for taking our attention to essential reference LM 84].
Preliminaries
We assume to have a set of basic types, to be denoted by a; b; c; : : : ( Our main aim is the following. Given a class of (so-called) computable functions, i.e. level 1 functionals of pure functional types, to construct the set of corresponding computable functionals in all higher types. (Level 1 functionals are identi ed with n-place functions.) The higher type computable functionals must be de ned in such a way that any combination of computable functionals cannot de ne a non-computable level 1 function.
We shall de ne two versions C and C of computable functionals. Domains C are distinguished subsets of D . As we shall see later, each C , de ned di erently, proves to be a factordomain of C . We let C a = C a = D a for all basic types a and C = C D for types of level 1. We assume that the set of these computable basic functions satis es the following general Assumption. Let t be any well-typed rst-order term made of (names of) basic computable functions and of basic variables a i and constant values of level 0. Then the function a 1 : : : a k :t of level 1 is required to be computable.
Purely Functional Case
We rst extend the de nition of domains C D of computable functionals for pure functional types of levels > 1 in the following way. The another version of computable functionals based on the same class of computable basic functions is de ned similarly.
De nition 3 1 Let be a type = 1 ; : : :; n ! b of level d > 1 (i.e. with some i not basic). Then C * ) ff 2 C 1 ! : : : ! C n ! C b j 8 a basic and 8g i 2 C a! i ; a:f (g 1 a) : : : (g n a) 2 C a!b g:
Hereinafter we shall sometimes call as C(respectively C)-functionals those from C ( C). By a C-family we mean any functional g 2 C a! (or any tuple of functionals g i 2 C a! i ) with basic and non-empty a, and likewise for C(cf. g i in the above De nitions). So, we require that a computable functional composed with any computable family give again a computable function.
Correctness of the De nition. In contrast with De nition 2 we have to
show that De nition 3 is correct, just that expressions g i a make sense. To this end it is su cient to prove, simultaneously with the inductive step of De nition 3, that the set of all C-functionals is closed under application, i.e. fx 2 C , whenever x 2 C and f 2 C ! , the fact important in itself.
As induction hypothesis, we assume that all C-functionals introduced on the previous steps for types with level < d (e.g for g i ), are closed under application.
Let us also assume that the class of C-functionals of type level < d admits dummy arguments, i.e. for every such functional f, the constant functional h = x:f is also C-functional, provided that its level is also < d.
Let us show that C-functionals f 2 C 1::: n!b of type level d are also closed under application. So, let x = u; v be all n arguments for f. Then f u = v:f u v with xed u 2 C is also C-functional, i.e., as required, a:f u( V a) is C-function of level 1 for any appropriate C-family V (because this is = a:f ( U a)( V a) with U = b: u also a constant C-family, by induction hypothesis).
It is also easy to see that C-functionals of type level d admit dummy arguments, when the type level of the resulting functional is d. 2 We shall also use the following variation of De nition 3 (with a and b basic):
for all C-families g b : of any new basic variables bg: Furthermore, domains C comprise an extensional model of typed lambda calculus. This is because C-functionals are closed under application (thereby, any C ! proves to be just a set of extensional functions from C to C , i.e. Corollary 5 (Combinatory Completeness of C) For any applicative term t of type with free variables x i of types i , the mapping x:t 2 C 1 ! : : : ! C n ! C is an element of C 1!:::! n! . In particular, combinators S = xyz:xz(yz) and K = xy:x of any appropriate type are C-functionals.
Proof. Let t y be of a basic type b. Then x y:t y is a C-functional by De nition 3 and Proposition 4. Equality x y:t y = x:t, which holds by extensionality of C, completes the proof. There is a certain reason to study both models C and C. If we introduce notions of realizability as in Vor 90] and Vor 91], then the rst way corresponds to the model C, whilst the second | to C. The rst way gives realizability logic with realizable formulas classically true, whilst the second can lead to formulas realizable but classically false, as in the Kleene realizability Kle 52].
4 On the Connection Between C and C In this section we still consider only the pure functional case. In contrast to fC g the model f C g is not an extensional lambda model (it is a combinatory algebra). It contains \extra elements" and will be factorized.
Introduce on each C a logical partial equivalence relation (PER) which is induced by the equality relation on basic domains (see (1) Thus the (extensional) lambda-model C may be considered as an applicative subalgebra of the (non-extensional) applicative combinatory algebra C. However, such embedding of C into C is neither unique nor canonical because of our de nition of i ! . Unfortunately, we cannot even guarantee that i maps combinators S and K of C-model to the corresponding combinators of C or D.
As for the reverse, we can easily show j S = S and j K = K using the equality Proof. We shall simultaneously construct retraction (right inverse) total mappingsĩ : E ! D withj ĩ = id : Assumeĩ andĩ are retractions ofj andj respectively (the induction hypothesis). De ne (as above)
i ! f * )ĩ f j : From the de nition of logical relations Mit 90] it follows that j ! (g; f) i f j j g: The statementj ! (g; f), the induction hypothesis and extensionality of the lambda model E imply f =j g ĩ . Thus f is uniquely de ned by g. I.e. j ! g = f is actually a (partial) function, and this function is onto because for arbitrary f 2 D ! D ! D we havej ! g = f for g * )ĩ ! f = i f j . Indeed, f j =j ĩ f j j ĩ f j =j g. 2 Note, that even if allj b are total functions for a basic b, the mappings j are typically only partial and, moreover, even non-injective (because the corresponding retractionsĩ are not uniquely de ned). As any logical relation, j relates corresponding combinators of lambda models D and E. In particular, j is de ned when applied to combinators.
De nition 11 Let x E y * )j x =j y (and both valuesj x andj y are de ned!) be PER on each D andẼ * ) dom(j ) = fx 2 D j x E xg. Proposition 12
1. g E g 0 ; y E y 0 imply gy E g 0 y 0 . In particular, fẼ g is a typed combinatory subalgebra of fD g (with the same combinators and application).
2.ĩ (fx) = (ĩ ! f)(ĩ x).
3. 8(y E y 0 ):(gy E gy 0 ) i 9f : E ! E (f j j g). The latter is equivalent to g E g whenever the corresponding unique f =j g ĩ , if
any, is actually in E ! .
4. 8(y E y 0 ):(gy E g 0 y 0 ) i 9f : E ! E (f j j g&f j j g 0 ).
5. g E g or g 0 E g 0 imply g E g 0 i 8(y E y):(gy E g 0 y) i 8(y E y 0 ):(gy E g 0 y 0 ):
Thus, f E g is a logical PER on the typed combinatory algebra fẼ g. 2 Theorem 13 E = D= E =Ẽ= E .
Proof. Follows from Proposition 12 (1,2).
When E is C
The general construction ofj andĩ has been de ned relative to any given lambda model E (with some possible variations forĩ , but not forj !). Consider the special case E = C with j j : D _ !C andĩ = i : C ! D for any given i and j from Subsection 4.1 for which dom(j ) = C (and range(i ) C ) and therefore dom(j ) =C C . HereC is used in the sense of De nition 11. In fact, it follows from this Subsection that these domains coincide with those from Theorem 7 having the same denotation. Note, that now bothj b andĩ b are identity functions for each basic b. Suppose thatj j andj j for some types and and, moreover,ĩ andĩ have been de ned according to Subsection 4.2, so thatĩ = i ,ĩ = i . Then we may de ne, according to that subsection, i ! f * ) i ! f i f j ĩ f j : Also, as required,j ! j ! becausẽ j ! g =j g ĩ j g i = j ! g; if the rst term is de ned (and is a total function; therefore, the inclusion is indeed an equality). It follows from Proposition 12 (5) that corresponding C is a logical PER onC C which, moreover, coincides with from Theorem 7. The latter holds according to Proposition 12 (4) and (3): it only su ces to note that f =j g ĩ = j g i = j ! g is in C ! for g 2 C ! . Therefore the two versions ofC coincide.
By using Theorem 13 this simultaneously proves Theorem 7: C = C= =C= = D= :
5 The Case of Sums
The rest of the paper is concerned with sums in C-version. For simplicity, we postpone product types to Section 6. Unfortunately, the ordinary set theoretical de nition of C + as the separated union of C and C leads to technical problems. Instead, we shall use the well known idea to represent \disjunction" _ = + by the second order It is easy to show that C + is canonically isomorphic to this factorized union of C and C . Moreover, if we additionally assume that some basic domain D b contains at least two di erent elements, say 0 and 1, and that all pairs of di erent basic elements a, b (of the same type) are distinguishable (by some unique corresponding function, like if x = a then 0 else 1 ) then the above factorizing proves to be trivial. Therefore under this assumption so de ned sum is, in fact, isomorphic to the ordinary set theoretic separated sum! In fact, for the following considerations we need no such additional assumption on distinguishability of data obects because even in this general case the domain C + proves to satisfy all formal properties of co-product.
Correctness of De nition 14 (whose well-foundedness is obtained in two steps, for the last clause), the formulation and proof of combinatory completeness of domains fC g are essentially identical to that for the pure functional case. This also may be suitably extended to the case of lambda abstraction b over basic types so that we can consistently identify the following closed lambda-terms with their values (obtained by combinatory completeness) in the corresponding domains: so that C + is the direct sum (i.e. a formal co-product) of C and C .
Proof. The rst (and likewise the second) identity follows from g; h](inlx) w = inlxb( x:gx w)( y:hy w) = ( x:gx w)x = gx w:
The third identity follows from the rst two by C + = finlx j x 2 C g S finry j y 2 C g and F inl; F inr] inl = F inl and F inl; F inr] inr = F inr:
6 The General Case (with Product Types)
To account product types, let us add the following two items to De nition 14:
C * ) fhx; yi j x 2 C ; y 2 C g; 
